In this paper, we propose a simple yet efective approach to automatically building sentiment lexicons from English sentiment lexicons using publicly available online machine translation services. The method does not rely on any semantic resources or bilingual dictionaries, and can be applied to many languages. We propose to overcome the low coverage problem through putting each English sentiment word into diferent contexts to generate diferent phrases, which efectively prompts the machine translation engine to return diferent translations for the same English sentiment word. Experiment results on building a Chinese sentiment lexicon (available at https://github.com/fannix/ChineseSentiment-Lexicon) show that the proposed approach signiicantly improves the coverage of the sentiment lexicon while achieving relatively high precision.
Introduction and Related Work
Sentiment lexicons are valuable resources for sentiment analysis; they can be used to identify sentiment words and expression, and they can also be used to generate informative features for sentiment classiication of documents. Several sentiment lexicons have been compiled (Stone et al., 1966; Hu and Liu, 2004; Wilson et al., 2005) for English. They are widely used in the research on sentiment analysis. By contrast, due to the high cost of manually compiling a lexicon, sentiment lexicons in many other languages are very few or even unavailable. The shortage of sentiment lexicons limits our capability to analyze the sentiment conveyed in the documents written in other languages; it is estimated that as of May 31 2011 There is some research on automatically building sentiment lexicons for other languages using translation based methods or bootstrapping methods. Straightforward translation methods make use of multilingual dictionaries, and bootstrapping methods enlarge the sentiment lexicons from English sentiment seed words using semantic resources. However, straightforward translation methods sufer from low sentiment word coverage in the bilingual dictionaries. Moreover, in many cases, two or more English sentiment words often are translated to the same foreign word. Both factors lead to smaller translated sentiment lexicons than the original ones. (Mihalcea et al., 2007) study the efectiveness of translating English sentiment lexicon to Romanian using two bilingual dictionaries. The original English sentiment lexicon contains 6,856 entries; after translation, only 4,983 entries are left in the Romanian sentiment lexicon. About 2000 entries are lost or conlated into other entries during the translation process. The translation method is also used in (Wan, 2008 (Wan, , 2011 .
On the other hand, though bootstrapping methods don't use bilingual dictionaries and hence are not subject to the limitation of the translation methods, they have relatively high demands for semantic resources such as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) . Bootstrapping methods enlarge the sentiment lexicons from English sentiment seed words. (Hassan et al., 2011 ) present a method to identify the sentiment polarity of foreign words by using WordNet (or similar semantic resources) in the target foreign language. create a Chinese Lexicon by translating the General Inquirer, combining with Chinese Network Sentiment Dictionary, and conducting expansion using two thesauri. Other semi-supervised lexicon construction methods such as random walk (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) , label propagation (Rao and Ravichandran, 2009; Xu et al., 2010) or graph propagation (Kerry and McDonald, 2010) can also be used here. However, all those methods require high quality lexicon seed words in the target languages and/or some semantic resources, which are not always available in the target languages.
Besides automatic methods, semi-automatic approaches are also studied. (Steinberger et al., 2012) irst produce high-level gold-standard sentiment dictionaries for two languages, then translate them automatically into third languages respectively and obtain overlap of translated lexicon. The experiment suggests that this triangulation method works signiicantly better than simple translation method. However, in some intermediate stages, the dictionaries need to be iltered and expanded manually.
In this paper, we present a simple yet efective approach to creating high quality sentiment lexicons using English sentiment lexicons. Table 1 : Chinese Translations of "graceful" and "elegant" in diferent contexts semantic resources, we leverage online machine translation services, which are readily accessible. In order to overcome the word coverage problem, we put each English sentiment word in diferent contexts to generate diferent phrases, which can prompt translation engines to return diferent translations for the same English sentiment word. In particular, we develop three techniques for constructing contexts and generating diferent phrases. It should also be emphasized that leveraging online machine translation service enables us to easily construct lexicons in many languages; as an empirical study, we use this approach to construct a Chinese sentiment lexicon, and the obtained lexicon is both large and accurate.
Our Approach
Formally, our task is to build a sentiment lexicon for a target language, such as Chinese, given an English sentiment lexicon. We use Table 1 to illustrate the idea. As an example, we translate two English positive words, "graceful" and "elegant", to Chinese. When we translate "graceful" or "elegant" individually, they are translated to the same Chinese word, "优雅"
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. Though the two Chinese translations are generally correct, two distinct English words are conlated into only one Chinese word. This phenomenon is very common in translation. Many English sentiment words have identical or similar meaning. Corresponding to this meaning, there are also many possible translations in the target language, among which one translation is often dominant. As a result, when those English sentiment words are translated individually, this dominant translation are very likely to be picked out, whether by using bilingual dictionary or machine translation engine. In this circumstance, many translation variations are lost.
In order to recover the lost translation variations, we put the English words into diferent contexts. By using diferent contexts, we efectively prompt the machine translation engine to query the large scale parallel corpora that it is trained on, and then to return the most accurate translations in the target language. Furthermore, we can take advantage of the polysemy of words; one word can mean diferent things and it usually has various target language translations. Our context-based method efectively lead to translation diversity.
The low chart of our approach is provided in Figure 1 . As seen, we divide the overall process into three steps: (1) Generating the context; (2) Translation; (3) Extraction. First, We devise the following three methods to generate contexts for translation.
• Collocation: We obtain the most frequent bi-grams containing the English word. This technique efectively makes the word meaning more speciic and concrete, which helps the translation engine to pick out more accurate and diverse translations. For example, we generate "graceful voice" and "graceful dance". Given the contexts, "voice" and "dance", two "graceful" are translated to "优美" and "曼妙", respectively, which are more natural Chinese translations.
• Coordinated phrase: We combine two English words that have the same Chinese translations. This makes the translation engine less likely to return the same translations for both words. For example, we create a coordinated phrase by joining "elegant" and "graceful" with the word "and". Joining together, the translations for both words are diferent from the original translation. More interestingly, putting the two English words in diferent orders lead to diferent translations.
• Punctuation: We place a punctuation mark, such as period or question mark, at the end of the English word. We use this simple rule to limit the possible parts-of-speech of the translations. For example, "efusive." is translated to "热情洋溢", while "efusive" is translated to "感情奔放的"; after adding punctuation context, "efusive" is translated to words that have diferent parts-of-speech. We can also combine this technique with the coordinated phrase technique.
Concretely, We use a bi-gram language model for generating possible collocations. Instead of creating our own language model from large corpora, we leverage the Microsoft Web N-gram Services (Wang et al., 2010) 3 , an online N-gram corpus that built from Web documents. We choose the bi-gram language model trained on document titles. Given each English polarity word w 1 , we use the language model to generate up to the 1000 most frequent bi-grams w 1 w 2 .
To create coordinated phrases, we irst translate all sentiment words using Google Translate. And then we create coordinated phrases for the English sentiment words which are translated into the same Chinese word. We select those English words and join them with the word "and". The punctuation context are generated by appending a period after the given English word. By combining and using both rules simultaneously, we can generate even more queries. as the online machine translation service. After that, we extract the foreign sentiment words from machine translation results. This step is language dependent but is often straight-forward. In this paper, we conduct experiment on Chinese. We irst use Stanford Chinese Word Segmenter 5 for segmentation, and then use the position of the words and the punctuation between the words to locate the sentiment polarity word candidates. Finally we prune the candidates list by removing the words have less than 3 occurrences.
Discussion
Our approach can be applied to construct sentiment dictionaries in other languages as well. Depending on the target language, we might need to make some small modiications. Word segmentation is unnecessary for most European languages. And in some languages, we need to consider the word order issues when extracting the sentiment words from the translation results, since translation engine might reorder the queries. For example, in Arabic, the modifying adjectives are placed before the nouns, which is diferent from English; and also in Arabic, the words are written from right to left.
Experimental Study
We use the MPQA subjective lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) as the English lexicon. We only keep the strong subjective entries, which include 1,481 positive and 3,080 negative entries. For the purpose of comparison, we implemented the following baseline approaches. The irst three baselines rely on a bilingual dictionary. We use the LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) English-Chinese bilingual wordlists 6 , which is also used in (Wan, 2008) . This dictionary contains 18,195 entries. Each English entry is mapped to a list of Chinese words or expressions.
As shown in Table 2 , the irst baseline (DICT) looks up the English entry in the bilingual dictionary and use the irst translation in the corresponding Chinese translation lists. Only 1,148 positive and 2,004 negative entries can be found in the bilingual dictionary, while about 1,500 entries are lost in the bilingual dictionary. After removing duplicate Chinese entries in the translated Chinese sentiment lexicon, only 742 unique positive entries and 1,139 negative entries remain. To improve the chances of inding English sentiment words in the bilingual dictionary, we use the Porter stemmer 7 to irst obtain the lemmatization forms of the English sentiment words and then search them again in the bilingual dictionary. The results (DICT+Stem) show that the recall slightly improves, but the size Lexicon   Precision  DICT  93%  DICT+Stem  93%  DICT+Multiple  82%  MT  91%  CONTEXT 91.5% Table 3 : Precision of Diferent Lexicons of the Chinese sentiment lexicon is still much smaller than the English sentiment lexicon. We further expand the sentiment lexicon by including all translations of each English entry, with the exception of the translations that contain punctuations and are longer than 6 characters; we ilter translations longer than 6 characters since most of these sentiment words or phrases are merely the combinations of the shorter words and phrases. From the results of this baseline (DICT+Multiple), we can see that this approach can remarkably expand the lexicon. However, This method introduces many noises, as described later. Instead of using bilingual dictionary, we can use the machine translation engine to directly translate the English sentiment words. The results of this baseline (denoted by MT) show that the it is superior to the DICT baseline, but the vocabulary it covers is still too limited. The results of our approach (denoted by CONTEXT) are shown at the bottom. The lexicon generated are signiicantly larger than all other lexicons.
Lexicon Quality
To evaluate the precision of the sentiment lexicons generated by using our approach and the baselines, we sample 200 entries for each polarity (positive and negative) from each lexicon and compute their precision. Table 3 depicts the comparison, from which we can see that the positive lexicon generated by DICT+Multiple is very noisy. By contrast, our approach can generate a large lexicon with high precision. Though other lexicons have very high precisions, the vocabularies are too small.
To investigate why Dictionary-based translation methods lead to relatively low coverage lexicon, we look into the generated Chinese sentiment lexicon and identify three causes. First, the bilingual dictionary is not a comprehensive list of the Chinese translations of each English word. Instead it just includes a few translations to help people to understand the meaning of the English word. Second, the bilingual dictionary often translates diferent English words to one Chinese word. Third, the bilingual dictionary does not include translations of multi-word expressions. The MT baseline alleviates the problem of multi-word expressions, but it still sufers from the irst two problems. We also study the noise words introduced by DICT+Multiple. Most of noise words are direct translations of one particular sense of some polarity English words. For example, "吸入", which means "breathe in", is included because the polarity word "inspire" has this sense as a technical term.
One other possible approach to enlarging the lexicon is to use N-best translations for English polarity words. We do not explore this approach in this paper for two reasons. First, online machine translation services often do not provide convenient interfaces for retrieving N-best translation results. Second, based on our observation, N-best translations of individual sentiment words are similar to multiple translations using a bilingual Table 4 : Classiier Accuracy Using Diferent Lexicons dictionary. Both approaches tend to produce general and abstract words like "高兴" and "快乐" (both mean "happy"), but have diiculties in generating Chinese idioms such as "兴高采烈" , which also expresses "happy", but in a more vivid way. One interesting fact of the CONTEXT lexicon is that it includes many four-characters idioms, which are widely used in Chinese but rarely found in bilingual dictionaries. By contrast, dictionary-based approaches often fail to generate those idioms.
Lexicon Usefulness in Sentiment Classiication
One important application of sentiment lexicons is document sentiment classiication, predicting whether a given document to express a positive or negative attitude. Sentiment lexicons can be used either as the basic resources for dictionary-based classiiers, or as a preprocessing step to generate augmented features for corpus-based classiiers. Therefore, we evaluate the usefulness of the lexicons by evaluating the performance of classiiers using diferent lexicons.
We use a dictionary-based sentiment classiication approach. Besides the sentiment lexicon, we also use a negation lexicon, which collect the terms that can reverse the sentiment. The negation lexicon we use is the Chinese translation of negation lexicon from OpinionFinder
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. The polarity score of each document is the sum of all the polarity of sentiment words in the document; if a negation word is in the context window of the sentiment word 9 , we inverse the polarity of this sentiment word. If the overall polarity score is less than 0, we label this document as negative; otherwise the document is predicted as positive.
We test the classiiers on two data sets, which belong to diferent genres. The irst test data set comes from the NTCIR Opinion Analysis Pilot Task data set (Seki et al., 2007 (Seki et al., , 2008 . This data set contains 4,294 Chinese sentences, 2,378 being positive sentences and 1,916 being negative. Those sentences are all extracted from news. The second data set is collected from Weibo 10 , a micro-blogging service website in China. We sample 5,000 messages from Weibo, and label them manually. To be consistent with the NTCIR data set, we only keep the positive and negative message. The resulting Weibo data set contains 906 positive messages and 807 negative messages. Each sentence/message is segmented into Chinese words by using Stanford Chinese word segmenter.
We report the results in Table 4 . As seen, the classiier using our CONTEXT lexicon obtains the highest accuracy on both data sets. Comparing the results in the NTCIR and the Weibo column, it is interesting to note that the Weibo data set decreases the accuracy of classiiers using all lexicon but CONTEXT lexicon. As described in the previous section, our CONTEXT lexicon contains many Chinese idioms, which are seldom used in news. Hence our lexicon performs even better in user generated contents, such as blogs and user reviews.
We also note that bilingual dictionary is not an efective method for adapting resources cross-lingually, since classiiers with MT lexicon performs better than all the ones with DICT variants. Another interesting fact is that using larger lexicon do not always lead to better classiier accuracy; the classiier with MT lexicon performs better than the one with DICT+Multiple, despite the fact that the DICT+Multiple lexicon is much larger than the MT lexicon.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose an approach to leveraging publicly available machine translation services for creating sentiment lexicons from English sentiment lexicons. By placing English sentiment words in carefully crafted contexts, we efective prompt the translation engine to translate the same sentiment words diferently. The experiment results show that our approach can obtain a high sentiment word coverage while achieving relatively high precision. This approach treats the machine translation engine as a black box. In the future, we will experiment with the ideas of directly using the underlying parallel corpus for creating sentiment lexicons.
